Debt! How I Wish I Had Listened to My Dad
By: Giovanni Maria Tommaso

Debt is one of the most serious crimes that can plague a human being of any race, color, creed, or
sexual orientation, during his/her lifetime. I use the above statement only for purposes of inclusion of
all peoples, to show no distinction or partiality of who is affected by this insidious villain.
A villain so acrimonious that it has been the cause of many health related problems, hate between
families and individual family members, nations, cities and states; also, it has been the cause of
abuse, suicides, and murders.
This condition has been brought about and perpetuated by the caused misery and confusion,
especially of the self-delusional type of advertising that got us into debt in the first place.
My dad, Thomas Pomeleo, Jr. always used to say what was always known in his lifetime, as common
sense, which meant that everyone had a sense of their person in relation to other persons of
humanity. No one person or group of persons had a monopoly on it; however, today, common sense
has flown out the window. Few people exercise this portion of their internal truth and conscience
because few people understand themselves as a part in this whole universe and are in constant fear
and intimidation and are delusional enough not to trust themselves. We are always looking for a savior
outside of us, and not seeing the spirit of our Savior inside o us.
This is what my dad would say.
1. A man's word is his bond; he is only as good as his word.
2. Word of mouth advertising is the best, advertising.
3. Go through this life on a cash basis or don't go at all.

Acrimonious, Insidious, Debt
Debt is an acrimonious villain, insidious to the core.
As an undying worm it bores through any good that
Might have existed before. Negating; renegotiating to
Heal wounds, by inflating interest charges by usury.
Debt has no conscience, no morals, no sense of right,
Or wrong. It has no intention of letting its victims go.
It worked hard, too long to snare its unsuspecting prey,
To help in liberation or freedom is against its nature.
(let us start a debt consolidation service to collect, they say, for a treble per cent age more)
Debt must be dealt with at the root of its cause, which
Is most often the lender as he changes rules to suit his
Needs, increasing interest at double or treble as his itch

Craves. Credit Card Swindlers are no exception at all.
They present themselves as partners of consumers,
Only to hook consumers so deeply they can't let go.
Instead of assisting as promised, they send consumers,
Notices to double their interest, as a matter of service.
With such partners as these, who needs enemies?
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